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Abstract
Because of the possibility of anonymity and impersonation in social networks, trust plays an important role in these
networks. In social networks, trust can have two aspects: trust of users to social network and trust of users to other users.
Pear to pear networks, by eliminating the supervisor roles, besides its benefit in decreasing management costs, have
problems in trust and security of users. In these networks, trust evaluation is only related to the trust of pear to other pear
and because of the direct relation between pears; each user should know the trust level of other users. However, trust
evaluation in pear-to-pear networks (as an unsupervised network), only can be done based on the past relation between
pears or trust evaluation of other pears. This kind of trust evaluation cannot give a comprehensive view to pears. In other
word, if any pear is not in the friend cycle of a user or friend cycle of user's friends, he will not be able to assign
appropriate trust level to this pear. In this research, by using social networks as supervised networks, trust level of each
user is evaluated, then by identifying these users in unsupervised networks, appropriate trust level is assigned to them.

Keywords: Trust; Unsupervised Networks; Trust Factors; Fuzzy Logic.

1. Introduction
With increasing growth of using internet, users
confront with many problems in security and privacy
[1,2,3,4]. Due to the lack of face to face relationships and
simplicity of impersonation in these networks,
distribution of incorrect information is increased [5,6]. So,
considering only shared information of users cannot be a
good criterion for measuring trust. Therefore, trust and
evaluation of user's trust level is taken into consideration
[5,7,8,9,10]. In general, trust is influenced by many
factors, such as shared information of user, past
interactions with his, positive or negative comments of
other users and etc. [11]. Besides, trust in unsupervised
networks, -such as pear-to-pear networks- is more
sensitive. In these networks, lack of supervision makes
tracking user's behavior impossible. On the other hand,
because of the nature of activities in these networks, trust
is more important. For example, in many cases, users
allow others to run programs on their systems; therefore,
inappropriate behavior of users can cause serious
problems. Many researches have been done on trust in
unsupervised networks [12,13,14,15]; nevertheless, in
most of them, trust is considered as a static parameter.
This means that calculation of user A's trust in time t,
would be done based on accessible data about him on that
time, such as shared information in his profile, affiliations
and membership information of groups. But in real, trust
is a dynamic concept and in addition to considering its
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static aspects, it must be updated during time and based
on user's activities.
In this paper, with considering both static and
dynamic aspects of trust, the trust level of users would be
determined. Then by identifying user on other
unsupervised networks, his trust level would be assigned.
Therefore, reliable and secure relationships can be
established in these networks.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follow:
Section 2 provides definition of trust and an overview on
related researches in trust. In section 3, after specifying
trust factors, related weights are computed. Then, in
section 4, evaluated trust in supervised networks is used
to predict appropriate trust level of user in unsupervised
network. At last, section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related work
2.1 Trust
Trust is a critical component in human relationships
and consequently in social networks [16]. In general
definition, trust is a measure of confidence that an entity
will behave in an expected manner [17]. Trust-based
community is a community that people can share their
opinions without any concern about privacy or false
judgment of others. Social trust is concerned as a
foundation for creating trust-based community in social
networks [18]. Social trust is influenced by many factors,
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such as past experiences with user, opinion of other users
about him, psychological factors and etc. [17]. Difficulty
of defining trust and converting it into quantifiable format
causes problems in combining trust with algorithms and
mathematical analysis [18]. Trust is an asymmetric
parameter, means that in a relationship, the trust level of
two nodes can be different. Also, trust is a context-aware
concept and dynamic [19].
Many researches have been done on trust. PearTrust
model [19], tries to determine trust level of users based on
three parameters and two adaptive factors. The
parameters are received feedbacks from other users about
him, transactions and assigned trust level to him by others.
The factors are the context of transactions and network
environment.
Walter et al. [20], tried to calculate indirect trust
between users based on the direct trust between neighbor
nodes in social networks. For this, any node can assign a
trust level to other nodes in
[-1, 1]. Finally, based on
the recommended trust level of any neighbor node and the
weight of link between them, user's trust level is
determined.
The proposed model of Borbora et al. [10], shows that
factors such as shared personal information, node's
location within network and other social interactions with
nodes in this social network are the most trust influencing
factors between users.
New algorithm proposed in Xin et al. model [21], uses
indirect trust between users. Indirect trust value is
determined depending on direct trust values and trust
chain between users that are not neighbors. In this
algorithm any node can rate other's trust value in [0, 1].

2.2 Trust in unsupervised social network
Trust in supervised and unsupervised networks has
fundamental differences. In unsupervised networks, trust
is determined in absolute correct parameters. A file either
is impaired or not. A protocol is entirely implemented or
not. However, in supervised networks, trust value can
have a wide range [22].
In the proposed model of Wang et al. [23], a trust
matrix is considered, which any node can rate other nodes.
So, any node can easily evaluate each node based on
others rates.
Huang et al.[24], emphasize on the role of feedback in
building trust between users. In these systems, usually
assumed that normal pears can have standard and ideal
feedback behaviors. In this paper, instead of direct
feedback from users, duration that downloaded file
remains in the shared folder is used to determine trust
level.
Zhen-wei et al. [25], based on general characteristics
of trust between P2P networks (as unsupervised networks)
and social networks (as supervised networks), proposed a
model to evaluate trust in social networks and utilized it
in P2P networks. So, based on user past performance,
trust degree is calculated and then assigned to user in P2P
network. In this model, static 0-1 view is obvious.
However, by using fuzzy logic approach, trust evaluation
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would be more précised [26]. For example, it is possible
that two users which are in the same trust level have high
difference; but with membership degrees, these
differences would be more perceptible. In fuzzy logic
approach, trust evaluation would be based on a vector of
membership degrees related to each trust level.
In [27], Han et al. proposed a topological potential
weighted community-based recommendation trust model
(IPCommuTrust). In this model, besides considering
node's reputation, its status would be effective in
determining its trust level. Status of node is based on the
shortest path between them.
Yu et al. [28], proposed a model to provide trust
evaluation in social network. In this model, trust level of
user would be determined based on the referral trust
evaluation is given to any requestor user and this can be
used beside user's prior experiences. Both direct and
indirect trust evaluation will be updated during time.
Li et al. [29], with defining trust as a complex and
multi-dimensional parameter, tried to determine these
dimensions and effective weights related to them. The
main advantage of this model is that trust degree assigned
to each user could be changed over time by updating the
weights. It should be considered that the mentioned
problem in [25], also exits in this proposed model.
The proposed model in [13], contains three factors
including quality, popularity, and size of the shared file as
trust factors. Then, a fuzzy inference system is used to
design P2P reputation management system, which
generates the reputation values for users by interacting
with other peers, and based on these factors.
In [14], Chen et al., proposed a two-part model
containing direct trust and the assigned trust by other
users. Once mutual peers recognize each other, they can
evaluate other's trust level. In cases which peers don't
recognize each other, they could use other's
recommendations. This model easily could be hacked.
Consider the case that hacker "A" wants to hack user "B".
At first step, A gets in the relationship with some friends
of B and tries to increase his trust level in their
relationship with his trustworthy behaviors. Now, in
direct relationship between A and B, because of not
existing of mutual recognition, trust evaluation would be
done based on mutual friends. So, user A can easily hacks
user B.
In our model, trust would be evaluated based on
defined trust factors, which each has an appropriate
weight, and with appropriate weights for each of them.
Due to unawareness of hackers of these factors and their
related weights, they could not increase their trust level
by fake information. The problem, which exits in many
related research studies, is the static consideration of trust.
However, trust is a dynamic parameter and should be
updated over time. In this paper, trust is considered as a
dynamic parameter. So, fake behaviors of users in period
of time for getting high level of trust don't have an
essential effect on evaluated trust. Table 1 summarizes
related works in this manner.
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3. Proposed model for computing trust in
unsupervised networks
As mentioned, social networks with their virtual
relationships increase the importance of trust factors
determination. On the other hand, because of not
existence of supervisor in unsupervised networks, an
integrated view of user's behavior would not be available.
To solve this problem, the role of supervisors in
supervised networks can be used to evaluate trust level of
users and then the results will be used in unsupervised
networks. Our proposed model is based on the pattern
demonstrated in figure1.

Fig 1. Considered steps of the proposed model

Table 1. Summary of related works
Reference Publish year
[20]

2009

[13]

2009

[25]

2010

[12]

2011

[29]

2011

[7]

2012

[24]

2012

[21]

2013

[10]

2013

[27]

2014

[28]

2014

Proposed
model

Main purpose

Addressed issues
-Node location in network (relation)
- Node properties such as personal information, activity
Determining effective factors in trust
related to other users (for example sending message to
others)
-Personal information
Trust evaluation between non-adjacent
-Behavioral
nodes

Not addressed issues
-Inter-activity (such as updating his
profile, etc.)
-Behavioral (long-term performance of
user interacting with other users)
-Intra-activity (activity related to other
user, such as sending message to others)
-Inter-activity
-Inter-activity
-Intra-activity

Trust evaluation between non-adjacent -Reputation (personal information)
nodes by trust chain between users and -Behavioral
the trust of user to his friends
-Personal information
-Behavioral
-Inter-activity
Effective factors in trust
-Intra-activity
-Relation
-Feedback of users, based on retention time of - Personal information
downloaded files in shared folder
-Inter-activity
Users' feedback for evaluating trust
-Intra-activity
-Behavioral
-Relation
Determining trust level of users in -Personal information
-Relation
social networks and using it in P2P -Behavioral
-Inter-activity
networks
-Intra-activity
-Feedbacks of other users
-Inter-activity
Trust evaluation and updating it by -Intra-activity
-Relation
considering dynamic weights for its -Behavioral
effective factor
-Risk of interaction
-Availability of user
- Attributes of shared files (quality, popularity, size of -Personal information
file)
-Inter-activity
Using fuzzy logic to form trust vector
-Intra-activity
for any shared file by user
-Relation
-Behavioral
Trust evaluation using two approach: -Behavioral
-Personal information
direct trust (based on past interaction
-Inter-activity
of users), indirect trust (a mutual and
-Intra-activity
trusty node)
-Relation
-Relation
-Personal information
Trust evaluation using reputation and
-behavioral
-Inter-activity
status of users.
-Intra-activity
-Behavioral
-Personal information
Trust evaluation based on direct past
-Inter-activity
experience and recommendation from
-Intra-activity
corresponding recommendation peers
-Relation
-Personal information
- Feedbacks of other users
-Inter-activity
Trust evaluation in supervised network
-Intra-activity
and using it in unsupervised networks
-Relation
-Behavioral
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 Trust evaluation in this network will be done base
on the shortest path between two nodes i and j.

3.1 Trust factors determination
Fong et al. [7], in order to determine trust factors,
have proposed a hierarchy similar to "trust model" which
considered in the model of Gilbert et al.[30]. This
hierarchy is included all trust factors in an acceptable
level. The main problem in this model is the static view of
trust, regardless of the user's past behavior. For this, we
will extend this hierarchy with considering behavioral
factor. So, our model will be based on the hierarchy
similar to figure 3. Each of the factors will be described in
detail in the next section.

Table 2- An example of relation link weighting in trust network
Type of relation
Family
Close friend
Friend
Co-worker
Friend of friend
Others

Weight
6
5
4
3
2
1

3.1.1 Analytical factors
3.1.1.1 Relation

In this factor, the relation link between two nodes i
and j is regarded as the criterion for rating friends. So, the
trust network is plotted. In this network, each relation
between nodes will be drawn with a weighted link. This
weight can be assigned based on the type of relation
between them [7]. For example, in figure 2, node i
determines node j as a "close friend". So, the weight of
this link can be equal to 5. In this network, two points
should be considered:
 Number of weights, which assigned to each group
of friends, does not have any effect on solution
comprehensiveness. The only notable matter is
that all of these weights should be assigned based
on the same pattern (similar to table 2).

Fig 2. Calcualting relation factor in trust evaluation

Fig 3. The proposed trust hierarcy

3.1.1.2 Reputation

This factor usually emphasizes on the opinion of
others about any user. In social networks, because of the
virtual form of relations, this parameter can have an
important role. This attribute is related to personal
information in user's profile and history of s activity. So,
this factor can be studied in two parts: "profile" and
"activity"[7].

 Profile:
This factor mainly focuses on the effect of user's
profile on others mindset. This information can
present user's affiliation besides personal attributes
[7, 22, 25].
 Activity
User activities are divided in two categories: interactivity and intra-activity. Inter-activities are
related to user's activities such as personal posts,
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comments provided on topics and etc. However,
intra-activities are activities such as post on other's
wall, visiting other's profile and etc. [7, 10].
3.1.2 Behavioral
Behavioral factors considered to add dynamic aspect
to analytical factors. The main idea of these factors is
related to the dynamic treat of trust. In other word,
considering only personal information or user's
affiliations cannot be acceptable for trust evaluation; but
user activity should be tracked over time [13,20,21,25,29].
This factor consideration, in addition to ensure reasonable
trust evaluation, will increase system security. A known
attack is that, hacker increases his trust level by providing
appropriate values for each trust feature. But, with
behavioral factors, besides these features, real behavior of
any friend is tracked. So, this kind of attacks can be
prevented by using this factor.

3.2 Factors weighting
In previous section, trust factors were determined.
Now, the appropriate weights of each factor should be
calculated. So, with a questionnaire, some users of social
networks were asked to with considering five trust levels,
such as "high trusty, trusty, no comment, almost untrusted,
untrusted ", assign at least one of their friends to each
level and answer to the related questions.
After gathering questionnaire results, weight of each
factor is determined. Then, based on formulas 1, 2, and 3,
trust degree of users are calculated and finally the range
of each trust level is shown by a fuzzy membership
function.
Suggested questionnaire has five subdivisions and
each of them is related to one of the trust factors. If users
which participate in our questionnaire are shown with P j
(j=1,2,..,r) and friends which assigned by users in each
trust level are shown with Pjm(m=1,2,3,4,5), for each trust
factor, appropriate values are assigned to each P jm, based
on the answers of Pj in each related subdivision. At first,
in order to extract rules about trust factors in any trust
level, users with different trust level are considered as an
integrated set, regardless of their trust level. To evaluate
factor's weight, for all Pjm, sum of each factor value are
calculated and then the related average is calculated based
on formula 1.
i = (∑

∑

))/n

∑

∑

Table 3. Weight assignment based on standard deviation
δ
0 – 0.2
0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1

W
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

Finally, by formula 3, trust degree of each user is
calculated.
Tjm = ∑

(|

|)

(3)

In formula 3, Tjm is the trust degree of user Pjm and
Pijm, i and Wi are user Pjm trust value, average of factor i
and the weight of factor i, respectively. K is the number
of trust factors. (In proposed model, k is equal to 6.)

3.3 Implementation of the proposed method
To collect required information, a questionnaire is
considered which can cover all of the trust factors. The
questionnaire was distributed among users of Facebook
(as a supervised network) and users were asked to with
considering the five trust levels (defined in section 3-1),
assign one of their fiends to each level and answer to the
questions. Finally, based on these results, appropriate
trust degree assigned to each friend.
3.3.1 Sample size
In order to ensure the accuracy of sampling and
generalizability of results to the other users, sample size
should be large enough. There are several methods to
determine the sample size. The two most popular methods
are Morgan table and Cochran formula. In this research
Cochran formula is used. Based on this formula [31], if
the population size cannot be determined exactly, the
sample size is calculated according to formula 4.

(1)

In formula 1, i is the average of factor i, Pijm is the
value of factor i for user Pjm and n is the number of all Pjm.
At last step, by calculated average in formula1, the
standard deviation is computed using formula 2.
I=√

Now, based on calculated standard deviation,
appropriate weight is assigned to each factor i. In other
word, standard deviation can express the importance of
each trust factor. More precisely, standard deviation of
each factor demonstrates the cohesion of users on this
factor. So, if this value is low, it could be concluded that
most of users are approximately same in this factor and
this weight should be more and if the standard deviation
is high, related weight should be low. Table 3, can be
used as a criterion for factor weighing.

(2)

In formula 2, i is the standard deviation of factor i, P ijm
and i, similar to formula 1, are user's value and average
related to factor i.

(4)
In formula 4, n determines sampling size, P is the
estimation proportion of an attribute that is present in the
population, d is the acceptable sampling error, z is the
abscissa of the normal curve of that cuts off an area α at
the tails and q is the proportion of the attribute that
absence in the population.
In this research, due to not clearing the number of
joint members of supervised and unsupervised networks
whom are suitable for applying the model on them, each
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of p and q values are considered equal to 0.5, d value is
considered equal to 0.0.1 and z value is considered equal
to 1.96. By these assumptions, based on formula 4, the
appropriate sample size would be equal to 96.
3.3.2 Recommended weights for each factor
As explained, the questionnaire was distributed among
96 users. Based on results and formulas, which mentioned
in section 2-3 and table 3, results such as average,
standard deviation of each factor and finally, the range of
trust degree for each trust level, are shown in tables 4, 5
and 6.
Table 4. Calculated avarage of each factor
Feature
Relation
Personal information
Affiliation
Inter-activity
Intra-activity
Behavioral

Average
0.366
0.633
5.333
10.055
10.333
3.111

Table 5. Standard deviation and weight of each factor
Feature
Relation
Personal
information
Affiliation
Inter-activity
Intra-activity
Behavioral

Standard
deviation
0.277

Weight
0.9

0.147

1

0.620
0.429
0.403
0.233

0.7
0.8
0.8
0.9

Table 6. Range of each trust level
Trust level
Untrusted
Almost untrusted
No comment
Trusty
High trusty

Min
317
323
332
353
389

Max
325
334
362
391
401

3.4 Trust assignment in unsupervised networks
As mentioned, in unsupervised networks, because of
the ease of impersonation, not existence of supervisors
and the direct and great impact of user behavior on others,
trust has an important role in these networks. So, we're
going to assign a trust level to users of these networks,
based on the evaluated trust in past section. The problem
that arises in this matter is that the evaluated trust is in the
format of a number and in other networks, this number
cannot easily express the trust level of users. To solve this
problem, fuzzy logic and especially, membership function
can be useful. For this, based on the questionnaire results
and formulas in section 3-2, final trust degree of each user
is calculated and based on the assigned trust level, range
of each trust level is defined and can be shown by a
membership function. Figure 4 shows the suggested
membership function.
In figure 4, vertical axis represents the membership
degree of fuzzy variable and horizontal axis represents the
calculated trust degree based on formula 3. In this figure,
the membership functions are related to "untrusted",
"almost untrusted", "no comment", "trusty", and "highly
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trusted", respectively. By these functions, the membership
degree of trust variable to each trust level is determined as
a vector in the form of [untrusted, almost untrusted, no
comment, trusty, highly trusted] and trust evaluation
would be based on this vector. For example in figure 4,
trust vector of user "A" would be as follow:
Ea= [0.4, 0.4, 0, 0, 0]

4. Implication
As an example of proposed solution, trust evaluation
and authentication of users can be considered. To do so,
the following steps can be considered:
1. User P1 as a member of network N1, sends a
request to communicate with another user of this
network, P2.
2. User P2 needs to evaluate trust degree of P1. So,
related information about membership of P 1 in
supervised networks, are asked to be sent to P2.
3. User P1 sends his membership information to
P2.(IP1)
4. User P2 sends IP1 to "Trust Center (TC)" and
requests to evaluate his trust level.
5. Sending membership information of P 1 to all
related networks.
6. Specification of considered factors in trust evaluation
and determining trust level of user P1 and forwarding
these evaluations to the trust center (TC).
7. Aggregating factors and computing total trust
based on the formula 3 and then creating trust
vector.
8. Sending result to the P2 by TC.
9. Accept or reject the request of user P 1.
In figure 5, all of the above steps are shown.
Example of implication:
1. Alice wants to communicate with Bob on Skype (as
an unsupervised network). So, she sends her
request to Bob.
2. Before any communication, Bob needs to verify
Alice and evaluate her trust level. So, he asks her to
send her membership information in supervised
networks such as Facebook, Twitter and etc.
3. She sends her membership information (such as her
ID) of supervised networks, such as Facebook and
Youtube.
4. Bob sends Alice's membership information to "Trust
Center" and requests to evaluate her trust level.
5. Trust Center sends her membership information to
the related networks and asks them to evaluate her
trust level.
6. Each of these networks (Facebook and Youtube)
sends its calculated trust degree. Beside this, they
should send factors which considered for trust
evaluation.
7. "Trust Center" aggregates these factors and
evaluates final trust based on the received results.
8. Final trust vector will be sent to Bob.
9. Bob decides to accept or reject Alice.
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5. Conclusions
Nowadays, social networks have created new
challenges in security and trust. Besides, unsupervised
networks, because of the not existence of supervisors and
high level of access in some cases, such as access to run a
program on other user's system, trust has a more
important role. Many researches have been done on this
problem, but static view of trust in most of them, causes
failure in hacker identification. In more detail, because of
the lack of supervisors in these networks, observing the
behavior of nodes in relation with other nodes cannot be
possible. While, in supervised networks, the supervisor
can record all of the user behavior and assign appropriate
trust level, based on them. In this research, with the
purpose of providing a dynamic model for trust

evaluation in unsupervised networks, supervisor roles in
supervised networks are used. Based on the behavior of
users in these networks and their shared information,
appropriate trust degree is assigned to them. After
drawing membership function of each trust level, the trust
vector of user is determined based on the membership
degrees and can be used to evaluate the trust level of him.
The limitation of this research is related to the manual
submission of membership information in the supervisor
networks for user authentication. In future, works, with
the automatic version of this part, analyzing the whole
behavior of users in all networks which they are
membered in, can be possible and user cannot hide his
bad behavior in some networks.

Fig 4. The membership function of trust level variable.
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Fig 5. The framework for application of the proposed model

Fig 6. A real-world example of the proposed model
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